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INTRODUCING VERICLAVE’S ARMORED CLOAKED NETWORK
Vericlave’s solution represents a best-in-class capability to protect the critical assets of commercial and Vericlave’s solution represents a best-in-class capability to protect the critical assets of commercial and 
government customers from increasingly destructive and costly cyberattacks. Able to support a wide range of government customers from increasingly destructive and costly cyberattacks. Able to support a wide range of 
architectures and technologies, Vericlave’s Armored Cloaked Network (ACN) provides the capability for multi-architectures and technologies, Vericlave’s Armored Cloaked Network (ACN) provides the capability for multi-
layered, system independent encryption empowered by a time-tested zero trust technology. Relying upon layered, system independent encryption empowered by a time-tested zero trust technology. Relying upon 
an included key management solution and FIPS-compliant algorithms, the solution provides an immediate an included key management solution and FIPS-compliant algorithms, the solution provides an immediate 
reduction in attack surface for both common commercial and “Internet of Everything” networks. reduction in attack surface for both common commercial and “Internet of Everything” networks. 

In short, Vericlave’s ACN is highly effective, easy to install, low maintenance and more affordable than In short, Vericlave’s ACN is highly effective, easy to install, low maintenance and more affordable than 
any comparable existing combination of cybersecurity solutions on the market.any comparable existing combination of cybersecurity solutions on the market.

CAPABILITIES, BENEFITS, AND FEATURES
The Vericlave solution was originally developed and battle-tested in the Department of Defense and the U.S. The Vericlave solution was originally developed and battle-tested in the Department of Defense and the U.S. 
Intelligence Community, and has been proven to protect critical assets, with no known breaches in more than Intelligence Community, and has been proven to protect critical assets, with no known breaches in more than 
20 years. It was previously used exclusively inside special government programs to protect classified material 20 years. It was previously used exclusively inside special government programs to protect classified material 
and networks, but it is now adapted for broader commercial applications.and networks, but it is now adapted for broader commercial applications.

The team at Vericlave understands that disruptive cyberattacks directly drive financial losses, and the The team at Vericlave understands that disruptive cyberattacks directly drive financial losses, and the 
degradation of safety standards have potentially catastrophic implications for an organization’s hard-won degradation of safety standards have potentially catastrophic implications for an organization’s hard-won 
brand reputation. Therefore, Vericlave has created a solution that is especially relevant to sensitive safety and brand reputation. Therefore, Vericlave has created a solution that is especially relevant to sensitive safety and 
compliance systems and provides pragmatic protection against those risks.compliance systems and provides pragmatic protection against those risks.

Most cybersecurity solutions are not focused on preventing attacks. Instead they are designed to respond Most cybersecurity solutions are not focused on preventing attacks. Instead they are designed to respond 
to cyber threats. Vericlave’s ACN prevents threats at the edge of your protected network, where the initial to cyber threats. Vericlave’s ACN prevents threats at the edge of your protected network, where the initial 
connection to the Internet occurs, utilizing a standalone zero-trust platform that is flexible enough to work connection to the Internet occurs, utilizing a standalone zero-trust platform that is flexible enough to work 
with any existing network or infrastructure. Its protective perimeter is concealed from outside perpetrators and with any existing network or infrastructure. Its protective perimeter is concealed from outside perpetrators and 
unauthorized observers, and enables the flow of day-to-day business without disruption. unauthorized observers, and enables the flow of day-to-day business without disruption. 

As a defense-in-depth solution, ACN enforces mutual autonomous authentication, constructs trusted As a defense-in-depth solution, ACN enforces mutual autonomous authentication, constructs trusted 
connections and ignores all other unknown or unapproved access attempts. Once a verified connection is connections and ignores all other unknown or unapproved access attempts. Once a verified connection is 
established, the ACN creates isolated, self-contained segments for networks, systems, applications, and established, the ACN creates isolated, self-contained segments for networks, systems, applications, and 
dataflows in encrypted enclaves as primary or secondary security measures. These protected segments can dataflows in encrypted enclaves as primary or secondary security measures. These protected segments can 
be used to protect secure communications and provide extensive vulnerability masking, limiting the available be used to protect secure communications and provide extensive vulnerability masking, limiting the available 
attack surface from attempted compromise. This solution is critical for high-impact networks with distributed attack surface from attempted compromise. This solution is critical for high-impact networks with distributed 
systems and limited issue remediation capabilities, such as Industrial Control Systems (ICS) and Internet of systems and limited issue remediation capabilities, such as Industrial Control Systems (ICS) and Internet of 
Things (IoT).Things (IoT).

The ACN is natively unresponsive to all reconnaissance or vulnerability scanning activities from inside or The ACN is natively unresponsive to all reconnaissance or vulnerability scanning activities from inside or 
outside the protected segments, and the enclaved systems are only able to respond to such efforts when outside the protected segments, and the enclaved systems are only able to respond to such efforts when 
specifically provisioned to do so. This drastically reduces the attack surface of the network, including sensitive specifically provisioned to do so. This drastically reduces the attack surface of the network, including sensitive 
management traffic, and provides a layer of concealment similar to, and in combination with, active firewalling management traffic, and provides a layer of concealment similar to, and in combination with, active firewalling 
technologies. Malicious and accidental actors are prevented from attempting to compromise the enclaved technologies. Malicious and accidental actors are prevented from attempting to compromise the enclaved 
systems. systems. They cannot attack what they cannot see.They cannot attack what they cannot see.
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The overlay technology provided by Vericlave can be deployed in stages, requiring no system upgrades The overlay technology provided by Vericlave can be deployed in stages, requiring no system upgrades or or 
additional operational support, regardless of protocol or transport mechanism. The current system operates additional operational support, regardless of protocol or transport mechanism. The current system operates 
as a zero-trust solution that provides unbreachable encryption to address both legacy and next generation as a zero-trust solution that provides unbreachable encryption to address both legacy and next generation 
networks. Enclaves and network segments are created transparently, rendering them invisible to each other networks. Enclaves and network segments are created transparently, rendering them invisible to each other 
and the rest of the network, forcing all communications through carefully-defined ingress and egress paths that and the rest of the network, forcing all communications through carefully-defined ingress and egress paths that 
can be tightly controlled and easily managed. Operating at the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Network can be tightly controlled and easily managed. Operating at the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Network 
Model – Layer 2, ACN stands apart from its competitors by providing an autonomous security and networking Model – Layer 2, ACN stands apart from its competitors by providing an autonomous security and networking 
solution that is quickly adaptable, easily integrating with existing network infrastructure or Software Defined solution that is quickly adaptable, easily integrating with existing network infrastructure or Software Defined 
Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) architecture to provide additional fault tolerance and environmental resilience.Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) architecture to provide additional fault tolerance and environmental resilience.

The solution is delivered through a combination of sales channels, including the use of consumer-resellers The solution is delivered through a combination of sales channels, including the use of consumer-resellers 
who leverage Vericlave’s capabilities to protect their own environments and provide their customers with the who leverage Vericlave’s capabilities to protect their own environments and provide their customers with the 
same easily configured protection. These clients include some of the most strenuously governed and critical same easily configured protection. These clients include some of the most strenuously governed and critical 
infrastructure solutions such as electrical, water, and nuclear processing and distribution. infrastructure solutions such as electrical, water, and nuclear processing and distribution. 

The Vericlave solution offers the following dramatic benefits:The Vericlave solution offers the following dramatic benefits:

• • SimplicitySimplicity – Transparent overlay on any network with negligible security management overhead  – Transparent overlay on any network with negligible security management overhead 
requirementsrequirements

• • AgilityAgility – Fast “set-and-forget” implementation – Fast “set-and-forget” implementation

• • SecuritySecurity – Zero-trust model reduces the attack surface and thwarts malicious activity from both interior and  – Zero-trust model reduces the attack surface and thwarts malicious activity from both interior and 
exterior actorsexterior actors

• • ConcealmentConcealment – IP addresses are undiscoverable from network scans – IP addresses are undiscoverable from network scans

• • ProtectionProtection – Legacy hardware protected from malicious Command & Control execution – Legacy hardware protected from malicious Command & Control execution

• • PerformancePerformance – Consistently outperforms firewall, IPSEC, and VPN solutions which have proven to be  – Consistently outperforms firewall, IPSEC, and VPN solutions which have proven to be 
vulnerablevulnerable

• • ExtensibilityExtensibility – Solution can be extended to protect the customer’s network over existing and hybrid public  – Solution can be extended to protect the customer’s network over existing and hybrid public 
infrastructureinfrastructure

• • ScalabilityScalability – Zero-touch provisioning offers fast enclave creation and deployment, and is capable of  – Zero-touch provisioning offers fast enclave creation and deployment, and is capable of 
establishing and re-establishing enclaves on the moveestablishing and re-establishing enclaves on the move

• • SavingsSavings – Reduces bandwidth and connectivity costs, cuts the need for third-party point tools, and enables  – Reduces bandwidth and connectivity costs, cuts the need for third-party point tools, and enables 
efficient reallocation of scarce engineering resourcesefficient reallocation of scarce engineering resources



A TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF VERICLAVE’S SOLUTION
By creating a self-contained, cryptographic networking fabric that extends across LAN, WAN, IOT, and private By creating a self-contained, cryptographic networking fabric that extends across LAN, WAN, IOT, and private 
cloud environments, Vericlave leverages a dedicated hardware root of trust on pre-provisioned modules. cloud environments, Vericlave leverages a dedicated hardware root of trust on pre-provisioned modules. 
This solution generates a fabric of secure Layer 2 network channels, which protect end-to-end or point-to-This solution generates a fabric of secure Layer 2 network channels, which protect end-to-end or point-to-
point communications by creating new network segments, extending existing networks (LAN and WAN), and point communications by creating new network segments, extending existing networks (LAN and WAN), and 
enabling self-contained micro-segmentation for traffic shaping and data protection. These segments can enabling self-contained micro-segmentation for traffic shaping and data protection. These segments can 
support all classes of provisioned networks and each address space remains isolated from the underlying support all classes of provisioned networks and each address space remains isolated from the underlying 
infrastructure and from each other.infrastructure and from each other.

Vericlave’s ACN is truly agnostic to existing and emerging technologies. It supports all protocols compatible Vericlave’s ACN is truly agnostic to existing and emerging technologies. It supports all protocols compatible 
with IEEE 802.3 and is configurable to exist within and over any existing or new networking architecture(s), with IEEE 802.3 and is configurable to exist within and over any existing or new networking architecture(s), 
including remote and/or high-latency geographic locations. The packet-based Layer 2 encryption networking including remote and/or high-latency geographic locations. The packet-based Layer 2 encryption networking 
supports legacy and end-of-life systems even if they are not natively routable. Standard privileged access supports legacy and end-of-life systems even if they are not natively routable. Standard privileged access 
control systems such as jump servers, firewalls, and authentication servers are also easily integrated with the control systems such as jump servers, firewalls, and authentication servers are also easily integrated with the 
ACN for added flexibility and security.ACN for added flexibility and security.

Cryptographic identities and mutual autonomous authentication define the protected networks and are part Cryptographic identities and mutual autonomous authentication define the protected networks and are part 
of a built-in public key infrastructure (PKI), resident in every Vericlave installation. Private keys are never of a built-in public key infrastructure (PKI), resident in every Vericlave installation. Private keys are never 
shared with any other authority, even within the ACN, and public keys are only shared with trusted nodes shared with any other authority, even within the ACN, and public keys are only shared with trusted nodes 
inside the system. The self-contained key management system and pre-provisioned public keys enable the inside the system. The self-contained key management system and pre-provisioned public keys enable the 
implementation of zero-trust environments, operating independently of all third-party systems and ensuring implementation of zero-trust environments, operating independently of all third-party systems and ensuring 
that all communications are fully protected.that all communications are fully protected.

Mutual authentication between systems is a security industry best practice. Vericlave exceeds this by Mutual authentication between systems is a security industry best practice. Vericlave exceeds this by 
a simultaneous public key authentication process between all affected devices. Tunnels are built with a simultaneous public key authentication process between all affected devices. Tunnels are built with 
dual encryption from the first packet using shared public key infrastructure credentials, autonomously dual encryption from the first packet using shared public key infrastructure credentials, autonomously 
authenticating both the sender and receiver without the in-the-clear challenge responses of typical, more authenticating both the sender and receiver without the in-the-clear challenge responses of typical, more 
vulnerable VPN connections. The solution is not susceptible to common X.509 PKI vulnerabilities resulting vulnerable VPN connections. The solution is not susceptible to common X.509 PKI vulnerabilities resulting 
from compromised certificate authorities, with defined cryptographic identities that are never transferred to from compromised certificate authorities, with defined cryptographic identities that are never transferred to 
any certificate authority or external certificate revocation list.any certificate authority or external certificate revocation list.

In using standards-based, FIPS 140-compliant cryptographic functions, Vericlave ensures confidentiality In using standards-based, FIPS 140-compliant cryptographic functions, Vericlave ensures confidentiality 
via 256-bit AES encryption and establishes integrity using SHA-256 authenticated data protection, non- via 256-bit AES encryption and establishes integrity using SHA-256 authenticated data protection, non- 
repudiation, and replay prevention. Perfect forward secrecy is ensured by preventing exposure of the private repudiation, and replay prevention. Perfect forward secrecy is ensured by preventing exposure of the private 
key portion of the cryptographic identity, even on the management plane, and keys are rotated at user-defined key portion of the cryptographic identity, even on the management plane, and keys are rotated at user-defined 
intervals, preventing the compromise activities that led to the Heartbleed and SecurID breaches. The ACN intervals, preventing the compromise activities that led to the Heartbleed and SecurID breaches. The ACN 
provides tamper protection for the trusted execution environment in which the cryptographic systems and provides tamper protection for the trusted execution environment in which the cryptographic systems and 
management plane operate. This provides a self-enclosed platform that operates independently from all management plane operate. This provides a self-enclosed platform that operates independently from all 
supporting or supported systems, becoming effectively invulnerable to common software or operating system-supporting or supported systems, becoming effectively invulnerable to common software or operating system-
level attacks. This solution is enabled using dedicated systems that are independent of all other resources and level attacks. This solution is enabled using dedicated systems that are independent of all other resources and 
establish single trust authorities for authentication and access management.establish single trust authorities for authentication and access management.
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To further increase the layered security aspects that define the ACN’s defense-in-depth protection, the solution To further increase the layered security aspects that define the ACN’s defense-in-depth protection, the solution 
provides secure zones and conduits that restrict routing and prevent the lateral movement of threats across provides secure zones and conduits that restrict routing and prevent the lateral movement of threats across 
the enclosed network. The creation of these secure enclave segments separates them from general networking the enclosed network. The creation of these secure enclave segments separates them from general networking 
activity, protects those systems from compromise, and allows continued use of common infrastructure. By activity, protects those systems from compromise, and allows continued use of common infrastructure. By 
nesting these enclave segments or supporting multi-layer encryptions (Layer 3 within Layer 2 or vice versa), nesting these enclave segments or supporting multi-layer encryptions (Layer 3 within Layer 2 or vice versa), 
the solution can further secure and isolate mission critical devices and networks without resorting to extensive the solution can further secure and isolate mission critical devices and networks without resorting to extensive 
network redesign, further breaking the kill chain and greatly increasing network and environmental resiliency. network redesign, further breaking the kill chain and greatly increasing network and environmental resiliency. 

ACN also benefits organizations because the self-contained nature of Vericlave’s cryptographic overlay fabric ACN also benefits organizations because the self-contained nature of Vericlave’s cryptographic overlay fabric 
has a minimal impact on IT or security team operations and budget. ACN does not require manual rule setting has a minimal impact on IT or security team operations and budget. ACN does not require manual rule setting 
and complex configuration, is easily deployed by unskilled technicians, is highly competitive in cost, and and complex configuration, is easily deployed by unskilled technicians, is highly competitive in cost, and 
broadly complements existing security solutions while introducing only a negligible administrative overhead broadly complements existing security solutions while introducing only a negligible administrative overhead 
without network performance degradation. Utilizing the zero-touch provisioning capability prevents the need without network performance degradation. Utilizing the zero-touch provisioning capability prevents the need 
to install or maintain software at remote sites and auto-failover/failback options easily handle high availability to install or maintain software at remote sites and auto-failover/failback options easily handle high availability 
requirements. In addition, the mobile and modular networking capabilities allow organizations the ability to requirements. In addition, the mobile and modular networking capabilities allow organizations the ability to 
conceal and protect end-of-life or highly vulnerable systems, buying time for more efficient application of conceal and protect end-of-life or highly vulnerable systems, buying time for more efficient application of 
compensating controls or other risk management solutions.compensating controls or other risk management solutions.

Organizations face a continual battle to strike an effective balance between applying appropriate levels of Organizations face a continual battle to strike an effective balance between applying appropriate levels of 
operational security to their networks, establishing enough autonomy and segregation of responsibilities, and operational security to their networks, establishing enough autonomy and segregation of responsibilities, and 
addressing compliance and risk management obligations to minimize exposure to reputational and financial addressing compliance and risk management obligations to minimize exposure to reputational and financial 
losses. By providing an industry-vetted and time-tested network segmentation and data protection approach, losses. By providing an industry-vetted and time-tested network segmentation and data protection approach, 
Vericlave enables granular communication, effective and resilient security, and a broad range of tools to assist Vericlave enables granular communication, effective and resilient security, and a broad range of tools to assist 
companies in their efforts to manage and minimize the scope and scale of network vulnerability. companies in their efforts to manage and minimize the scope and scale of network vulnerability. 

We look forward to the opportunity to provide you with further information about this field-tested solution and We look forward to the opportunity to provide you with further information about this field-tested solution and 
discuss how it can deliver impenetrable protection for your most critical assets. We supply our customers with discuss how it can deliver impenetrable protection for your most critical assets. We supply our customers with 
custom-designed architectures used to balance risk management and compliance profiles. ACN enables your custom-designed architectures used to balance risk management and compliance profiles. ACN enables your 
organization’s security objectives with negligible impact on the operational performance of your network.organization’s security objectives with negligible impact on the operational performance of your network.

  


